
LINE Challenge: 
Drawing and mark making can take many forms. These exercises give you permission to explore expressive surface 
techniques, using various tools and approaches to non-representational visual communication. By completing each 
mark making phase, you will gain risk taking skills, expand your understanding of drawing. This process can be 
VERY helpful as you polish your StoryLINE & Big IDEA projects.

Mark Making Phase One {6 drawings}
Consider holding multiple tools at once (for example- 5 pencils instead of one). Remember to not hold your marking 
utensil based on writing habits. 
  
Complete each of the SIX drawings on a separate piece of paper/surface. Recommend using bristol paper. Size is 
up to you. Label each drawing with your name & corresponding number on the BACK of each drawing.

1. Create 100 parallel lines with your eyes closed.
2. Attack the page with a mark-making tool.
3. Attack the page with an alternate mark-making tool.
4. Create 200 lines. 100 with each hand at the same time.
5. Crumple paper and smooth, then draw repetitive lines for 4-8 minutes.
6. Fold paper and smooth, then draw repetitive lines for 4 minutes.

DUE ::: Tuesday, April 29th at 1:30pm
You will be physically turning in all SIX drawings + posting most interesting piece to WASH Facebook from this 
series on the due date. Label each drawing with your name & corresponding number on the BACK of each drawing.

Mark Making Phase Two {9 drawings}
Create expressive/gestural marks via kitchen or bathroom utensils and ink. Use heavy paper of your choice, or 
masonite.  Create three distinct drawings in response to three different pieces of music. 

Listen to music, with kitchen or bathroom utensil, create drawings using repetitive gestural marks/lines that 
suggests the mood of the music (repeat gesture for 5 or more minutes per drawing). You may also want to 
experiment with repetitive smudging along with the marks. Minimum size 11” x 13”. 
Post your most interesting drawing from this series to our WASH Facebook page-- indicate music {song/musician} 
specific tool and method. 

DUE ::: Thursday, May 1st at 9:30am 
You will be physically turning in all NINE drawings + posting most interesting piece to WASH Facebook from this 
series on the due date. Label each drawing with your name & corresponding number on the BACK of each drawing.

Mark Making Phase Three {3 drawings}
Self-imposed limitations can be an important component to explore as an artist. Create one drawing for each 
parameter below. Be thoughtful in your material choices, in creating these non-representational drawings. Size is up 
to you.

1. Revisit the cardboard HYBRID identity that you created earlier in the semester. Create a surface/drawing as that 
hybrid identity. Consider how your body would be restricted, contained or less mobile. What kind on marks would 
your hybrid create? What kind of tools/techniques would your hybrid use?
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2. Locate one object that is meaningful to you. Using observational skills, draw only the shadow of this object. 
Change angles, draw the shadow of your object. Change perspective, draw the shadow of your object. Repeat 
several times until the entire page is filled with a variety of shadows from this single object.

3. This semester you have been learning about your own artistic habits, what inspires you and what informs your 
identity. Your challenge is to create a self portrait that is NON REPRESENTATIONAL. How can you visually 
communicate who you are without using representational imagery, language or symbols? Consider line quality, 
composition, surface treatment and tension.
 
DUE ::: Friday, May 2nd, at 9:30am 
You will be physically turning in all THREE drawings + posting most interesting piece to WASH Facebook from this 
series on the due date. Label each drawing with your name & corresponding number on the BACK of each drawing.
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